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Decentralized Autonomous Party (DAP) 
 
 
 
Discover how the Universal Political Party aims  
to reward you for funding, participating, and  
having a voice in the solutions that could change  
the world. 

 
 

www.voteuniversal.org 



            What  
   is the 

   Problem? 
 

The major problems with our current political parties 
throughout any democratic society includes the following: 
 

• Lack of internal democracy: Power remains in hands of top party leaders who do not 
consult the ordinary members regularly. 

 

• Corruption: Political parties are perceived as one of the most corrupt organizations in the 
world. There are many reasons for a political party or its leaders becoming corrupt, but 
one of the leading factors is the power the political party leaders have in influencing various 
decisions in the country. 

 

• Dynastic Succession: With power in hands of top leaders, the top party and government 
positions go to family members who may not be even qualified to hold that position. 

 

• Money power: Every party needs money to organize meetings, demonstrations, etc., 
Money is usually collected by parties as donations from wealthy people. This gives wealthy 
business people direct access to political powers, giving them unfair advantages when the 
government comes to power. 

With more transparency and participation of the ordinary citizens in decision-making, the 
impact of the above problems can be significantly reduced. 

YES, there is a solution! 
Make history by establishing the first DAP (Decentralized Autonomous Party). 

Rules and logic embedded in a smart contract will determine what actions can and cannot 
be taken by its members. The finance part of the DAP will also be handled by the smart 
contract too, which means no one can spend or take out the money without the group’s 
approval or knowledge. 

A DAP does not require a central authority or leader. The party makes all the decisions 
collectively and payments are authorized automatically when votes pass. Smart contracts 
are tamper-proof once they go live on the blockchain. No one would be able to edit the 
code (the DAPs rules) without people noticing because everything is public. This is what 
brings trust to a DAP. 
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Our Political Party 
 

We aim to incorporate a custom crypto token and 
blockchain technology to change the function of 
our elected representatives’ role within 
constitutionally established democratic institutions 
to collectively solve global issues to benefit our 
communities. The fate of solving important world 
problems cannot be left to career politicians, 
corporations, and wealthy lobbyists. It must be 
decided by YOU! 
 
 
 
 
Our Mission 
 

The Universal Political Party strives to establish a 
world-wide political party not constricted by 
natural boundaries. As a united voice, the inhabits 
of our shared planet can better discuss and propose 
a course of action beneficial to the entire human 
race of Earth. 
 
 
 
 

Blockchain technology can eliminate the 
archaic hierarchical political structures and 

establish a new model for democracy!

Speak Up and Be Heard

A decentralized governing body has 
complete control over everything within 

the organization. All activity is transparent!

Prioritizing Transparency

Using smart contracts to change the world 
less dominated by political gridlock and 

petty fighting amongst politicians!

Generational Landmark

Our Vision 
 

Establishing the first decentralized autonomous 
political party is a bold and unprecedented attempt 
to use blockchain technology to enhance our 
political processes to achieve more accountability, 
transparency, and efficiency in debating common 
issues and governing the entire world. 
 
 
 
 At a Glance: The first international Political Party to unite people of every 

background. With one voice, we will mold future generations of development 
to be active participants in providing equal treatment to all. 



A Bright Future 
 
 
Currently, political governing is generalized throughout the world as being ineffective 
under its current design and structure. The fate of solving significant world problems is 
decided by politicians, corporations, lobbyists, and/or millionaires’ egotistic projects. For 
any meaningful change to occur there needs to be a systemic alteration in our political 
structures aimed specifically for protecting the collective will of the people, which is often 
circumvented by elected officials and non-government actors. The need to decentralize our 
political process throughout the world is vital to ending the political gridlock that is 
preventing meaningful changes in public policy and the laws that govern society. 
 
Using blockchain technology permits individuals of any background to have an equal 
opportunity to build a new governing method for our communities with the goal to disrupt 
the political status quo, support causes they care about, and have a collective voice in 
changing our future. 
 
The Universal Political Party is being established on the idea of taking the power, influence, 
and treasury of millionaire backed corporate lobbyists and giving it to a community of 
committed individuals who will collectively use their voice to change the world that would 
be better for future generations. This extraordinary feat to establish a decentralized political 
party is an attempt to be a generational landmark dedicated to applying constructive 
change to our society through the implementation of smart contracts. 
 
Everything that is accomplished is governed and determined by the Universal DAP (or the 
communities within the DAP), a decentralized governing body that has complete control 
over everything from what policy positions we support, which candidates we nominate, 
and, ultimately, to how we operate. 
 
The Universal DAP can become the biggest disruptor to the political governance status 
quo throughout the world and set a new model in democratic governance. Blockchain 
technology has the prospective to eliminate the archaic hierarchical political structures and 
bring a paradigm shift to the political system to make democracy thrive throughout the 
world! 
 
 
 

At a Glance: Now is the time to take advantage of the huge opportunities that 
blockchain technology offers to revolutionize how our democratic society can 
eliminate the ineffective government bureaucracy. 



Universal Party Ecosystem 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
What is a 1Voice Token? 

 
1Voice token is at the center of what powers the 
entire Universal Political Party ecosystem, from 
contributing funds to the treasury to vocalizing our 
opinions within the DAP. This token is the 
governance token which gives the holders the 
option to: 
• Stake 1Voice token to receive Act1Voice 
governance token and a voice in the DAP; 
• Join cause-specific communities; 
• Stake and earn rewards for participating and 
voting; and 
• Earn rewards for donating to projects that make 
an impact. 
 
The 1Voice token will only be available for 
purchase through its token sale or on the secondary 
exchange market. Ten billion (10,000,000,000) 
1Voice tokens will be created at launch. After that, 
no other token will be created or minted. 
 
When you stake your 1Voice token, you will 
receive an Act1Voice token (activist) token to use in 
the DAP or to join a cause-specific community. 
 
Protecting the Liquidity Pool from 
Volatility 
 
At launch, the Universal Treasury will add 
750,000 1Voice tokens to liquidity pools to protect 
against volatility and encourage trading. 
 
These tokens will be locked for 18 months. Any 
rewards will be fed directly into the Universal 
Treasury to be used to fund our causes and reward 
DAP members. 
 
 

 

A tresury powered by 1Voice Token and 
regulated by the Universal DAP.

Funding
Universal Treasury

A community of activists aiming to solve 
the biggest challenges facing human 

civilization.

Smart Contract
Universal DAP

Applying the Orca Protocol, membership 
NFTs will be distributed to permit member 

access to specific working communities.

Structure Order
Universal Pods

An ERC-20 governance token that lets 
stakes vote in the DAP and earn a reward.

Governance
1Voice Token

   Project Overview

Our Ecosystem



How do Universal Pods Work? 
 
The new concept of transitioning from governance tokens to governing through Pods 
within a DAP originated from the Orca Protocol. The Orca Protocol is a lightweight 
permissions and membership management protocol that can be connected to Gnosis Safe 
through the SafeTeller.sol safe module. Each membership group within orca is referred to 
as a Pod and pod memberships are represented by ERC1155 membership token contracts. 
 
While any person can buy and/or receive a 1Voice token to participate in the Universal 
DAP, the Pod design is a beneficial integration primarily used for maintaining order within 
the Universal Party Ecosystem. While many social policies have global implications beyond 
one nation’s borders (i.e. carbon emissions, poverty, women’s rights, etc.), there are also 
issues that are limited to our local living area (election of representatives, localized taxes, 
land resources, etc.).  
 
By implementing the Pod concept into our ecosystem, we can issue a world-wide party 
platform on issues that represent the majority position of our members, while also 
maintaining order and protecting our local communities from overreach by other 
members. 
 

How would this work? 
 
Each registered member in the Universal Political Party will receive access to a Pod based 
on their country of origin. This is pivotal to making our political party universal. In a 
hypothetical scenario, all the members of the Universal Party who are legal citizens of the 
United States will be granted access the United States Universal Pod which will be used to 
conduct official business (i.e. nominate party candidates for President & Vice President of 
the United States). This is equivalent to establishing a National Party. 
 
Each person will be added to additional Pods based on their voter registration information. 
Once confirming their voter registration information, each member will gain access to a 
Pod for their respective State, County, County-District (if applicable), Township, 
City/Town, City-District (if applicable) and Precinct. A member cannot hold membership 
in multiple State Pods. These Pods will unite people to discuss local issues of concern, 
nominate candidates for local office, and coordinate legislative affairs for the respective 
jurisdiction. 
 

Could Pods be used to create specialized groups? 
 
Yes! The Pod concept is open to many endless possibilities. Pods could be established for 
specific demographic groups such as college students, young professionals, veterans, and 
more! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Universal Pods Structure Overview 
 



Universal DAP 
 
From deciding what causes we support to having a vote in the operation of our 
organization, holding a 1Voice token gives each participant a meaningful opportunity to 
influence change on a global scale. The Universal DAP is the first major attempt to establish 
a Decentralized Autonomous political party dedicated to popular social change. The 
Universal DAP is compiled of 1Voice token holders who aim to pool their knowledge and 
expertise to drive change in our political governance, today! 
 
The Universal DAP is building an open-source, transparent community that will leverage 
the power of Web3 to deliver efficient changes geared towards altering the political status 
quo throughout the world. Using the capabilities of blockchain technology, the Universal 
DAP unites individuals throughout the world that are focused on one vision, and willing to 
mobilize within their respective nations to coordinate a universal social change. 
Establishing a DAP will enable every person to eventually govern themselves mediated by 
a set of self-executing rules deployed on a public, decentralized blockchain. 
 
Power of the Blockchain 
 

Web3 is vital for the next generation of political governance because: 
• DeFi (Decentralize Finances) delivers a step change in the way we collectively pool 

our capital to deliver impact. 
• Smart contracts can facilitate and automate our approach to governing. 
• Web3 technologies enable coordination, collaboration, and innovation while never 

compromising transparency, accountability, and integrity. 
 
How does 1Voice Token give you access to the DAP? 
When you stake 1Voice, you will receive an Act1Voice token in return. Act1Voice token has 
no monetary value, but it does give you a voice and a vote within the DAP. Using our 
platform, you will be able to use this governance token to submit and vote on policy 
proposals, suggest funding allocations, what the management fee is used for, internal 
operations, resolve disputes, and more. You will have an open and secure environment to 
discuss anything that may potentially benefit the community. 
 
Govern the causes YOU support! 
By staking your 1Voice tokens, you can become part of the cause-specific community and 
have an important voice in choosing the progression of projects being funded. 
 
Get rewarded for sharing your opinion 
Every time you submit a proposal for consideration, you are taking an active role in making 
the world a better place. It is only right that you get something back in return. We reward 
community members with 1Voice tokens based on their involvement and participation. 



 

YOU CAN OFFER INPUT 
ON EVERYTHING 

 
The Universal DAP provides an open and secure platform to discuss anything 
that would benefit the community. 
 
That could include: 
• Decisions to proceed with proposals on new operating procedures 
• What Party Projects we develop 
• How the Universal DAP operates 
• Ideas for new causes to financially support 
• Any new releases of funds from the Universal Treasury 
• Annual budget 

 
Voting in the Universal DAP will incorporate Quadratic Voting (QV), which 
is strongly interpreted within the leading blockchain technology developers as 
being the most optimal way to vote in a democratic community that does not 
negate minority opinions or positions. By design, each Act1Voice token holder 
will equally receive a specific number of voting power, which can be cast to 
express the degree of their preferences, not just whether they are in favor. 
 
Why is QV preferred over Plurality/Majority Win Systems? 
Simple plurality and majority win systems of voting fail to ensure that the electorate can 
express the degree to which they support a specific point of view and properly allocate their 
votes to support their position based on their degree of preference. 
 
Why is QV preferred over a (Semi-) Proportional Representation System? 
Proportional systems of voting have a more accurate reflection of the electorate are 
represented, but it fails to consider how strongly the electorate prefers one position over 
another within simple yes or no (support or reject) proposals. 
 
In QV, voters must cast voting tokens quadratically to cast any number of votes across 
options within a limited budget. Multiple votes elicit preference strength. 
 



Universal Treasury 
 
Funding the Ideas of the Future 
Every crypto donation made to any Universal Party cause or the Universal Treasury will 
be subject to a specific distribution. However, almost all of it will go back to the causes or 
the community in form of funding or rewards. 
 
Every donation is split as follows: 
90% goes to a cause-specific wallet. 
5% goes to the Universal DAP “management” to manage and improve the protocol. 
2.5% goes to rewards and payments. 
2.5% goes directly to the Universal Treasury to fund party projects. 
 
Filling the Treasury 
At launch, we plan to set aside 1.5% of all 1Voice Tokens (150,000,000 tokens) to be placed 
into the treasury. 
 
Donate with any cryptocurrency 
You do not have to hold 1Voice tokens to be able to contribute to the causes or the 
Universal Treasury. From the time of our launch, you will be able to donate with any 
cryptocurrency to each cause’s specific multi-sig wallet. 
 
From there, the community will decide how to use the funds: set up grants, make one-off 
donations to causes, and decide projects to fund; all it takes is you to speak up and be heard! 
 
Note: Non-1Voice token donations will not be eligible for 1Voice token rewards and 
cannot be staked in exchange for governance tokens. 
 
What is the Universal Treasury? 
It is a DAP-operated treasury for funding causes supported by the members of the 
Universal Political Party. It will also follow all the legal requirements to report income and 
expenditures to the appropriate regulatory agencies. 
 
Who decides how the money is spent? 
Every single decision will be controlled and decided by the Universal DAP, which is 
comprised of individuals holding and staking 1Voice token to have a voice in our 
operations. 
 
 
 
 



Issue Based Communities 
 

SOLVING PROBLEMS FOR  
CAUSES YOU BELIEVE IN 

 
As the Universal DAP grows in membership and begins to make decisions, the 
number of communities that are supported will be determined through a vote by the 
Act1Voice token holders. For example, if enough voters in the DAP determine that 
a certain topic is an issue that needs to be addressed in the Party Platform, they can 
vote to establish a DAP-backed community that will have access to spend funds from 
the Universal Treasury. 
 
Allocate Funds - When a new community is created, the members will vote to 
determine how much funds from the Universal Treasury is allocated to the group. 
The members of the specific community will decide how those funds are best 
budgeted and allocated. 
 
Verify Projects - The members in each community will be able to review all 
information for every project proposal and verify details in projects asking for 
community funds. Check out more information about how project vetters can be 
rewarded with 1Voice tokens. 
 
Mint NFTs – NFTs can either be used as access cards for member supporters to 
join certain community channels via Discord. 
 
Real Time Updates – At each stage of progression, members will know how the 
money is being used and can ensure that project goals are being met. Use our 
Discord server to chat with fellow members to discuss how to keep moving forward. 
 

EVERY PENNY COUNTS! 
 
Projects may be allocated a certain amount, but each project will need to break their 
funding goal into distinct milestones with separate budgets. As the stages progress, 
the risk the project can take will grow. The more milestones that are hit, the more 
money will be released to continue working on solving the issue. 
 



GET INVOLVED AND BE REWARDED! 
 

THE COMMUNITY 
RECOGNIZES EFFORT 

 
Receive 1Voice Tokens: The Universal DAP will reward active contributors and 
members of the community with quarterly airdrops of 1Voice tokens to demonstrate 
our appreciation for actively participating in the community. 
 
Build Up a Good Reputation: The more proposals that you submit that are 
successfully voted in favor by the community, the better influence your voice will 
have within the Universal Party. 
 
Earn NFTs: It is our goal to mint multiple NFT projects which will permit our 
community members to potentially earn for contributing to our community success. 
 
 
Question: This all sounds like a great plan, but 
who will maintain membership controls and 
access into the DAP membership Pods? 
 
When we create our core development and administrative team, they will be holders 
of 1Voice tokens which would be staked for the full amount of time that they may 
serve in a position benefitting the Universal Party. Each person will undergo an 
authentication process to ensure that they are a real person and not a programmed 
bot. Failure to verify would result in automatic rejection from the team. 
 
As an incentive for involvement, any DAP member wanting to serve on the 
administrative team can do so. Members will be chosen based on active participation 
and good standing. By joining the team, you can review topics and provide feedback 
on promoting it to the platform. Team members will receive 1Voice tokens, based 
on community agreements, as a reward for their participation.   

 



Roadmap 
 

 
Phase 1: Build the Team & Community 

à Launch website and social channels 
à Recruit core leadership team 
à Build DAP v.1 
à Begin Public Relations Campaign 
à Grow Discord group to 500 members 
à Develop 1Voice Token 
à Assemble Membership Team 

 
 

Phase 2: Increase Public Attention 
à Launch public sale of 1Voice Token 
à List token on exchanges 
à Test DAP voting protocols and conduct audits 
à Set up Pod Structure (Following Orca Launch) 
à Develop Membership NFTs 
à Grow community to 5,000 registered members 
à Receive donations from 500 people 
à Fund first project 
à Have first candidate run under our affiliation 

 
 
Phase 3: Fix Bugs 

à Work to make process/community structure more efficient 
à Grow community to 15,000 registered members 
à Receive donations from 2,500 people 
à Have 10 candidates run under our party affiliation 
à Add compliance reporting 
à Develop first NFT project concept 

 
 

 
Phase 4:  

à Launch Universal Party dApp 
à Give full control to the Universal DAP 

 


